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Abstract Cell encapsulation, a strategy whereby a

pool of live cells is entrapped within a semiperme-

able membrane, represents an evolving branch of

biotechnology and regenerative medicine. For

example, over the last 20 years, male and female

gametes and embryos have been encapsulated with

or without somatic cells for different purposes, such

as in vitro gametogenesis, embryo culture, cell

preservation and semen controlled release. Beside

that, cell encapsulation technology in alginate,

which is a natural biodegradable polymer that

mimics the extracellular matrix and supports both

cell functions and metabolism, has been developed

with the aim of obtaining three-dimensional (3D)

cultures. In this context, adipose-derived stromal

vascular fraction (SVF) has attracted more and more

attention because of its enormous potential in tissue

regeneration. In fact, the SVF represents a rich

source of mesenchymal cells (ADSCs), potentially

able to differentiate into adipocytes, chondrocytes,

osteoblasts, myocytes, cardiomyocytes, hepatocytes,

and neuronal, epithelial and endothelial cells. These

cells are ideal candidates for use in regenerative

medicine, tissue engineering, including gene therapy

and cell replacement cancer therapies. As long as

technological resources are available for large-scale

cell encapsulation intended for advanced therapies

(gene therapy, somatic cell therapy and tissue

engineering), the state-of-the-art in this field is

reviewed in terms of scientific literature.
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Introduction

Adipose tissue has traditionally been considered as a

virtually inert tissue, mainly devoted to energy storage.

As a consequence, research on the role of adipose tissue

in physiology and pathology has been relatively

neglected until the discovery of leptin (Zhang et al.

1994) and adiponectin (Scherer et al. 1995); more

recently, adipose tissue has been also identified as a

source of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) able to

differentiate into adipocytes, chondrocytes, osteoblasts,

myocytes, cardiomyocytes, hepatocytes, and neuronal,

epithelial and endothelial cells (Helder et al. 2007;

Romanov et al. 2005; Dicker et al. 2005). Adipose

tissue is composed of two main populations, mature

adipocytes and stromal vascular fraction (SVF): the

latest is a heterogeneous population of cell including

preadipocytes, endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells,

pericytes, macrophage, fibroblasts (Mizuno and Hya-

kusoku 2003; Fraser et al. 2006; Gomillion and Burg

2006) and adipose MSCs (Romanov et al. 2005; Dicker

et al. 2005; Fraser et al. 2006; Rydèn et al. 2003;

Rodriguez et al. 2004, 2005; Nakagami et al. 2006;

Strem et al. 2005; Musina et al. 2006; Guilak et al.

2006; Mitchell et al. 2006) that share many character-

istics of bone marrow MSCs.

Because such tissue is considered as an important,

easily, available source of mesenchymal stem cells

(ADSCs) for use in regenerative medicine, three-

dimensional systems have been developed during last

decades in order to promote their culture, expansion

and co-culture with target cell-lines.

In fact traditional methods of cell growth and

manipulation on two-dimensional (2D) surfaces have

been revealed insufficient for the new challenges in cell

biology, biochemistry, and even in pharmaceutical

assays. That is the reason why advances in materials

chemistry, fabrication, processing technologies and

developmental biology have led to design of the

above-mentioned 3D cell culture matrices which better

represent the geometry, chemistry, and signalling

environment of natural extra cellular matrix (ECM)

than 2D cultures. In fact such matrices or scaffolds are

porous substrates that can support cell growth, organi-

zation, and differentiation on or within their structure.

The unique compositional and structural combination

supplies appropriate biophysical and biochemical func-

tions, such as facilitating the transport of soluble

signaling molecules, nutrients, and metabolic wastes

and providing mechanical integrity by absorbing com-

pressive and tensile stresses (Liu and Chen 2007).

Moreover the ECM structure can guide morphological

changes and cellular organization (Bissell et al. 2003),

and specific signalling molecules on the ECM itself can

direct cell differentiation into a particular lineage

(Lukashev and Werb 1998). Beside that cells can also

respond to their local environment, they can remodel

local ECM by degrading or synthesizing new ECM

elements (Even-Ram and Yamada 2005). Because of

the particular application of 3D implantable matrix, only

a few biodegradable polymers are suitable (Martina and

Hutmacher 2007): materials should be biodegradable

and metabolized in the body without causing serious

systemic or immunogenic problems (Griffith and

Naughton 2002; Muschler et al. 2004).

In parallel to the development of advanced mate-

rials and process engineering, 3D matrix formation

and fabrication techniques have evolved considerably

to manufacture more elaborated 3D structures with a

broad range of biomaterials. The earliest is the

encapsulation of cells within a hydrogel matrix: in

this culture system, a hydrated nano-scale fibrous

structure similar to natural ECM surrounds cells

completely. In order to produce this 3D system

hydrogel precursor solution is mixed with a cell

suspension and then quickly gelled using random or

self-assembling polymerization via changes of phys-

ical or chemical conditions (Uludag et al. 2000). The

unique advantage of this technique is that cell culture

is performed within a 3D environment that com-

pletely surrounds cells, enabling the delivery of

intense signals to cells from all directions.

The pioneering paper published in 1964 by Chang

describe that artificial microcapsules of comparable

dimensions and properties could be made simply and

in large numbers, and that enzymes and other proteins

loaded into such particles were able to retain useful

biological activity in vitro and in vivo. After more

than four decades, numerous microencapsulation

procedures are still developed according to Chang’s

original idea that is a procedure which consists in the

generation of a controlled-size droplet followed by

the process of stabilizing the interface and creating a

membrane around a core. The breakthrough in

applying Chang’s principles of bioencapsulation

came then: in this case alginate, that is a natural,
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anionic and biocompatible polymer, was employed

for the first time (Lim and Sun 1980). Shortly after

such encapsulation technique was adopted for pan-

creatic islets and for bovine spermatozoa (Goosen

et al. 1985; Nebel et al. 1985, 1993, 1996). Starting

from these works, the applications of cell encapsu-

lation in biotechnologies have been expanded to other

fields with different aim: this review will be focussed

on germ cell lineage and adipose derived SVF for

cartilage regeneration.

Alginate-based cell encapsulation

Alginates are a family of unbranched anionic poly-

saccharides derived from brown algae (Phaeophyta)

which occur extracellularly and intracellularly at

approximately 20% to 40% of the dry weight. The

1,4-linked a-L-guluronate (G) and b-D-mannuronate

(M) are arranged in homopolymeric (GGG blocks

and MMM blocks) or heteropolymeric block struc-

tures (MGM blocks). Cell walls of brown algae also

contain 5% to 20% of fucoidan, a branched polysac-

charide sulphate ester with L-fucose four-sulfate

blocks as the major component. Guluronate blocks

selectively bind divalent cations that induce chain-

chain association and constitute the junction zones of

the so-called ‘‘egg box model’’ (Draget et al. 2001;

Braccini and Pérez 2001). Commercial alginates are

often extracted from algae washed ashore, and their

properties depend on the harvesting and extraction

processes.

Alginate has been employed for encapsulating

cells to be transplanted, since it is biocompatible both

with host and with enclosed cells; moreover, its

quality can be constantly ensured. Rough surfaces of

capsules must also be avoided because they can elicit

immunological reactions when implanted: these

devices in fact are supposed to protect the entrapped

cell/tissue fragments against the components of the

host immune system, while simultaneously permit-

ting the unhindered passage of nutrients, oxygen and

secreted therapeutics factors. Furthermore, mechani-

cal strength and elasticity of these pharmaceutical

forms should be high enough to guarantee consistent

therapy over prolonged periods, and their manufac-

turing process must not only be reproducible but also

meet the demands for medical approval (Lee et al.

2008).

Alginate capsules in mammal reproduction

Spermatozoa encapsulation for controlled release

and preservation

Artificial insemination (AI) techniques are processes

that involve the collection of semen, its preservation

and transfer to the fertilization site. These practices

are widely diffused in both in animal and human

fields, but several difficulties are still to be overcome.

For example, in order to favour sperm preservation, a

suitable extender assuring energy supply for sperma-

tozoa and counteracting metabolic process related

acidosis, should be employed. In fact, because

seminal plasma contains membrane-stabilizing agents

and capacitation-preventing molecules (Maxwell and

Johnson 1999; Johnson et al. 2000), its removal or

dilution leads to membrane destabilization, capacita-

tion and precocious acrosomal reaction. Moreover,

the antioxidant system connected with plasma-cell

factor interactions can be unpaired (Maxwell and

Johnson 1999). Further difficulties in AI practices

depend on female reproductive physiology and that is

the reason why different strategies have been pro-

posed to improve such procedure. For example,

controlled release delivery systems by sperm encap-

sulation were developed in the veterinary field (Nebel

et al. 1985, 1993, 1996): in this case high sperm

concentrations could be maintained in bovine uterus

during the ovulation, thus guaranteeing an increase in

fertility and prolificacy. The encapsulation procedure

implicated three steps, that is, the production of a

calcium alginate cell-containing matrix, the forma-

tion of a semipermeable membrane by interfacial

polymerization with a multivalent polyamine, and the

semisolid matrix liquefaction by chelation of calcium

with sodium citrate. The use of a biocompatible

polymer as alginate leads to the maintenance of

optimal cell viability levels both in vivo and in vitro

and, besides that, the resulting capsule membrane is

permeable to small molecules as, glucose and oxy-

gen, but impermeable to large molecules, such as

immunoglobulins (Lim and Sun 1980). Moreover,

such capsules could protect male gametes from

uterine macrophage phagocytosis and promote the

bioadhesion to endometrium, thus preventing semen

reflux (Nebel et al. 1985, 1993, 1996; Munkittrick

et al. 1992). In 1999, Conte et al. proposed a one-step

reverse technique for encapsulating swine
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spermatozoa in barium alginate (Conte et al. 1999):

in this case barium chloride was added to the semen

and the resulting suspension dropped into a sodium

alginate solution. In this way barium ions contained

into the ejaculate diffuse out of the droplets and, once

reach the interface, react with the alginate chains,

leading to the formation of a barium alginate gel

membrane around the semen droplet.

Such a method presented two fundamental advan-

tages: firstly, the obtained capsules consisted of a

core of undiluted spermatozoa, surrounded by a

polymeric membrane which separate the cells from

the extender (Munoz-Garay et al. 2001; Torre et al.

2000) and, secondly, barium ions were employed as

gelling agent in lieu of calcium, thus avoiding the

promotion of precocious capacitation processes

(Munoz-Garay et al. 2001). This technique was

successfully applied even in other species, as for

example Equidae and humans (Vigo et al. 2005, b). It

was also demonstrated by Herrler et al. (2006) that

human semen-containing alginate microcapsules can

be cryopreserved, yielding a decreased motility

compared to standard protocols, but with a higher

vitality of the immotile spermatozoa. This technique

could then be useful when small amounts of sperma-

tozoa collected by microsurgical epididymal sperm

aspiration, testicular sperm extraction, or from cryp-

tozoospermic men should be preserved in several

small samples feasible for a possible intracytoplas-

matic sperm injection.

Germ cell lineage encapsulation for in vitro

maturation

During recent decades, several attempts have been

made to design oocyte in vitro maturation and/or in

vitro fertilization culture systems. These culture

methods are generally based on protein and growth

factor-enriched media with the purpose of replacing

the biological milieu for the isolated ova, but

nowadays alternative oocyte maturation systems have

been conceived. This is the case of the 3D approach

for cumulus/oocyte complexes co-culture in alginate

matrix, a culture system which considers both that

oocytes are surrounded by a cellular environment

(e.g. granulosa cell cumulus) with a well-defined

extracellular matrix, and that in vivo cells present a

three-dimensional (3D) organization (Pangas et al.

2003). Another culture system is based on barium

alginate capsules able to mimic basal membrane.

According to this approach an oocyte and a pool of

granulosa cells are enclosed in a fluid core and, once

in the core, the granulosa cells organize themselves

into a pseudofollicular structure, morphologically

resembling a mature Graafian follicle, and thus

creating a milieu capable of inducing oocyte matu-

ration without exogenous hormones (Vigo et al.

2006; Vigo et al. 2005a, b; Torre et al. 2007). Beside

that scanning electron microscopy and the analysis of

progesterone/oestradiol synthesis performed on

bovine/porcine models showed that the barium algi-

nate co-culture maintains a better environmental

condition for granulosa cells with delayed luteiniza-

tion phenomena when compared with a monolayer

culture (Vigo et al. 2005a, b). The membrane-core

model has also been applied to human oocytes,

obtaining better results in terms of maturation yield

when compared to routine methods like microdrop

oocyte culture (90.3% vs. 52%, respectively after

48 h of culture) (Torre et al. 2006). In conclusion,

fluid core alginate capsules should be considered as

an alternative method for facilitating conceptus

development as long as this technology is able to

permit a better self-organization of the cellular

systems.

Adipose stromal vascular fraction encapsulation

for cartilage regeneration

During last years cell encapsulation has emerged as a

promising regenerative therapeutic strategy to treat a

wide range of diseases. In this context alginate

capsules represent an interesting innovation in culture

and co-culture systems. The major advantage of such

technology is that cells are not entrapped in the gel

but suspended in the most suitable medium, as well as

in a natural or artificial ECM. Moreover, the inner

surface of capsule membrane can promote cell

anchorage through pseudo-basal membrane simula-

tion (Vigo et al. 2005a, b, 2006; Torre et al. 2006,

2007; Benzoni et al. 2005).

The optimisation process of such encapsulation

technology depends on several critical issues, such as

the careful selection of the cell line, the controlled

manufacture of capsules and the suitable adaptation

of the construct design to the selected cell line.

Because adipose tissue represents an important,
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easily ADSCs, during the last decades researchers

have focused their attention on the isolation of

adipose SVF as an ideal candidate for use in

regenerative medicine and in tissue engineering.

Adult ADSCs represent a promising therapeutic

source for treating degenerative and post-traumatic

pathologies like bone-marrow neurological lesions or

intervertebral disc (IVD) diseases, for curing subjects

affected by atrium-ventricular block and, finally, for

regenerating damaged epithelium or cartilage hit by

traumas or burns. For example adipose tissue has

been used in plastic surgery for a long term in order

to correct body defects related to age, traumas or

pathological conditions that alter patient appearance

(i.e. wrinkle-filling or scar removing) (Ellenborgen

2000; Patrick 2000, 2001; De Ugarte et al. 2003;

Casteilla et al. 2004; Coleman 2004; Barrilleux et al.

2006). During the last decades many authors have

confirmed the advantages of lipoaspirate transplant:

in fact they have noticed consistent improvement of

both skin structure and tissue turgidity near treated

zones (Von Heimburg et al. 2001; Andrè 2002;

Matsumoto et al. 2006). Moreover, it was clearly

demonstrated that such lipoinnests are able to

promote neovascularization inside epithelial tissue

(Rigotti et al. 2007; Klinger et al. 2008) and it was

also hypothesized that such tissue regeneration could

be related to the presence of mesenchymal stem cells

within transplanted adipose tissue (Mizuno and

Hyakusoku 2003; Brzoska et al. 2005; Tholpady

et al. 2006; Torre 2007).

ADSCs regenerative therapy has also been implied

for the treatment of IVD diseases (O’Halloran and

Pandit 2007; Gaetani et al. 2008; Helder et al. 2007;

Li et al. 2005; Richardson et al. 2006): in fact,

chondrocytes could be retrieved, expanded in a 3D in

vitro system consisting of alginate capsules, and

finally re-implanted through a mini-invasive tech-

nique. Moreover it is now possible to regenerate or

replace damaged IVDs through the implants of

biodegradable scaffolds seeded with autologous

ADSCs previously induced to differentiate to the

chondrogenic phenotype (Helder et al. 2007).

In this context three-dimensional adipose tissue-

derived cell culture in alginate capsules seems to be a

promising technique to allow for optimal cell expan-

sion, following GMP guidelines (Villani et al. 2008).

Moreover, in rabbits, the adipose tissue-derived cells

co-cultured with Nucleus Polposus (NP) cells showed

a significant increase in the expression of type II

collagen and aggrecan genes, suggesting that ADSCs

might respond to mediators contained in the IVD (Li

et al. 2005). The barium alginate encapsulation

technique applied by Gaetani et al. (2008) showed

that ADSCs improve the quality of in vitro recon-

structed NP tissue for the regeneration of the human

degenerated IVD. The results suggest that 3D co-

culture of NP cells and non-adipocyte cell fraction

improves the quality of the in vitro reconstructed

tissue in terms of the extracellular matrix production

and cell organization. Therefore this represents a

realistic and innovative approach in regenerative cell

therapy for the IVD disease.

Conclusion and future directions

Three dimensional scaffolds represent important

steps in the development of biomedical engineering,

which has already generated much success but is also

associated with substantial new challenges. The next

trend in 3D cell culture should involve escaping from

a largely empirical approach to a more systematic

methodology. This requires developing advance 3D-

matrix fabrication techniques coupled with biomate-

rial engineering. Although current production

techniques are valuable within a limited range of

resolutions, future fabrication methods must interlace

multiple-scale structures with exceptional controlla-

bility. Chemistry and engineered functionalities of

biomaterials also need to be controlled further for an

enhanced systematic approach; this can also be

accomplished using the hybridization of manufactur-

ing techniques and materials. For example cell-

entrapping alginate capsules represent an excellent

cell culture system that allows both expansion and

differentiation of interested cell lines. In fact it is

supposed to maintain cell viability, to promote cell

polarization and abundant extra-cellular matrix

release, and, finally, to guarantee homogeneous cell

distribution.

A variety of cell types can be enclosed in alginate,

maintaining their morphology: fibroblasts and chon-

drocytes adhere to the polymer, proliferate and

express genes of extracellular matrix components;

hepatocytes secrete albumin, and cardiomyocytes,

bone marrow cells and Schwann cells present normal

cell functions. Adult stem cells are more accessible,
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and there are no ethical dilemmas for their use. At

present the routine use of adult stem cells is limited to

the treatment of haematological disorders, but they

are also being used in clinical trials for therapy of

several diseases. Because of SVF importance in

regenerative medicine and its enormous potential and

plasticity, these cells can be cultured in alginate

capsules for expansion purposes and co-cultured for

differentiation objectives.

Future research must focus on the development of

a technically advanced capsule technology to satisfy

the demands of the GMP-guide lines for large scale

transplantation. This ambitious goal requires the

interdisciplinary and integrated effort of scientists

with different areas of expertise such as physico-

chemistry, biology and medicine.
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